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Abstract: there is considerable technology lag in medical sectors compared to industrial sectors with 

regard to the monitoring and control of remote sensors and actuators. This led us to conduct this 

research to integrate all non-medical sensors and actuators in a single system which enables 

automation and escalation. Our objective is to develop a system that is capable of monitoring all 

non-medical sensors and actuators within a medical institution and empower remote control of 

actuators both physically and in a mechanized way. The framework should serve all partners and 

consolidate the institutional guidelines and methodology of revealing and acceleration based on 

mirroring the propelled cutting edge of technology. 

 

Index Terms: Automated Sensors and actuator system, Node network, Master alarm, Medical gas 

piping system, Control system, Wireless nurse call system; Medical assistant; MESH network, 

raspberry Pi , Arduino controller boards.  

 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In contrast to the industrial sector [1][2], the medical sector still implants decade old concepts 

when dealing with non-medical applications. Every application actualizes an independent framework 

with inflexible insignificant abilities. Taking medical gas and nurse call systems as an example, which 

are considered to be one of the vital monitoring systems in any “medical center / ICU center / hospital” 

that could affect directly (Medical Gases) & indirectly (Nurse Call systems) the patient life[3]–[5]. 

Although both systems are doing essentially the same thing, they actually monitor a sensor parameter 

(gas pressure, trigger call switch) and report it to the base station [4] [5]. The base station signals a set of 

alarms based on the sensor values, even though each base station brand serves a specified overall 

function, each having its own vendors, suppliers, interfaces, and backbone. This complicates the 

procurement process, as well as maintenance and supplier management leading altogether to higher 

overall cost, in addition to a lack of capabilities of customization to suite the organization's special 

needs[2]. 

Our proposed network is built upon the Lego concept by which each monitoring node can be 

configured to communicate with any other node (regardless of their respective based application) on the 

same network to report data and order actions through modifying the communication hierarchy and 

messages concerning any topology that can be built. Connecting a single node to the outside world via 

the internet or the mobile network, the system can report its status remotely to stakeholder. In order to 

achieve this our system “Node network” is built logically of three major layers (Network Layer / 

Application or Node Layer / Presentation & Automation Layer)[6]. 

• The Network Layer: It is shared among all nodes, and it is responsible for all network related 

activities.  
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• The Application or Node Layer: It is application specific concerned with monitoring application 

specific sensors and actuators. 

• The Presentation & Automation Layer: This is the brain of the system which displays the status of 

various nodes. It enables the coding of automated cases using data flow programming techniques. 

It could be also configured to escalate problems based on configurable preset conditions and on 

sending remote messages via e-mails and mobile phone messages. 

Our proposed network is going to be analyzed in terms of two basic constituents, the first being a 

medical gas system[4], while the second part is a nurse call system[5]. Both systems feature the 

advantage of being wireless in a way to provide the customer with the capability to add any required 

features for his system. Our framework is utilized to screen the diverse therapeutic gases which are 

characterized as one of the most significant necessities for a patient under anesthesia, experiencing 

treatment or being analyzed[3]. Medical gases are utilized as medications and influence the human 

wellbeing; so they are managed by the Federal Food & Drug Administration (FDA)[7]. Other 

administrative bodies as the Compressed Gas Association (CGA) and the National Fire Protection 

Association (NFPA)] set the guidelines and benchmarks for packed gases[8]–[11]. Therapeutic gases 

are viewed as physician endorsed drugs where by their use they become risky without a master. 

Guidelines in regards to the immaculateness of these substances are built up by the United States 

Pharmacopeia/National Formulary (USP/NF)[12]. The fundamental parts of medical gas systems in any 

hospital infrastructure are commonly appeared in Fig.1: 

 
Fig.1 –Hospital Floor Illustration for Medical Gases 

 

1. Central sources for gases. 

2. Copper Pipes. 

3. Zone valve box. 

4. Medical Outlets. 

5. Bead Head Unit (BHU). 

6. Oxygen & Suction Flow meters. 

7. Main Alarm. 

 

1.1 Major Functions of Medical Gases: 

Therapeutic & Medical gases are utilized in emergency clinics/restorative establishments for some 

reasons. They ought to especially supply the accompanying [9], [13]–[16]: 

1) Oxygen:  

It is considered to be one of the basic elements of life with atomic number “8” which is essential for 

the respiration of any living being[17].  

2) Nitrous oxide:  

Its symbol is (N2O) and it has the same O2 station characteristics, where it is used as anesthetics 

agent in the Operating Room and in cryosurgery. 
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3) Carbon dioxide:  

 used Mainly as insufflator for the endoscopic & Cardio-Thoracic surgeries [17]. 

4) Medical air:  

Regular compressed air specifically treated to be suitable for medical usage which provides the 

necessary supply for ICU ventilators & Anesthesia equipment’s[9], [13], [16]. 

5) Vacuum:  

Even in spite of being a negative pressure, but it is considered to be one of the main medical gases 

sources. It is used mainly to provide suctions for the secretions from the patients[9], [16]. 

Since medical gases are the most much of the time directed medications in the United States, the FDA 

is endeavoring to compose both customer and industry mindfulness about this particular classification 

of managed items[7]. 

The second main part in our system is the remote/wireless caretaker call framework which considered 

being another headway innovation and holds the most recent front line remote strategies at its core[2], 

[18]. This empowers patients to utilize them in such a simple and agreeable way, accepting its 

restorative help rapidly. Since it needn't bother with the utilization of any wires like old adaptations of 

attendant call frameworks, it turns out to be straightforward for the emergency clinic staff to send and 

utilize it inside minutes[19]. Remote medical attendant call frameworks are adaptable from a couple 

of beds to so many[5], [19]. No future support is required as appeared in the square outline of Fig.2 

 

 
Fig.2 – Block Diagram for the Wireless Nurse Call System 

1.2 Survey of Previous Work: 

1. Most examiners have planned a straightforward gadget for therapeutic gases zone caution by 

utilizing wires, bells and LEDs, other than the old innovation of switches as well as seven sections 

shows as appeared in Fig. 3[4]. 

   
Fig.3 – Previous Models of Main Gas Alarm 
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1. Past restorative gases gadgets were hard to be interfaced with PCs in order to perform full 

observing without human mediation, and in the event of any crisis the administrator needed to 

move to the valves, boxes, and to the focal stations to close off the valves in the segment with 

the issue or spillage[16]. 

2. Existing solutions for medical gases were limited by location and could not work, even if one or 

more locations got shut down [11], [14], [16]. 

3. Past Nurse Call frameworks required many wire associations for each bed and room entryway 

light. They were additionally hard to introduce, and the site planning was included as appeared 

in Fig. 4[5]. 

4. Past gadgets need establishment and site readiness costs were exorbitant, as the framework 

required planned support. 

 

   
Fig.4 – Basic Wired Nurse Call System 

 

5. Since past gadgets were not interfaced with PCs, no information could be put away to help the 

examination of patient and medical caretaker practices.  

6. Basic deficiencies like wires cut from switches, light emanating diode glitch, bulb 

disappointment, and human mistake were pervasive[20]. 

Our proposed framework is planned to address these shortcomings in a useful manner that isn't 

restricted by area and that could work if at least one area got off. 

1.3 Motivation of the Research: 

Traditional medical sector systems like (medical gas monitoring, nurse call system ….etc.) are very 

rigid with limited capabilities and each one has its own vendor and supplier which lead to complex 

supplier management with high expense maintenance. Additionally, most of these traditional systems 

are incapable of being computer interfaced and of data storage. However, this will hopefully become no 

more a problem by introducing our system “Node Network”[6], [18]. 

In this way, it was our fundamental expect to plan and execute a total framework which could 

completely robotize and screen the whole non-medicinal frameworks utilizing a solitary interface. 

Every one of these highlights and more have started this exploration to maintain a strategic distance 

from any human mistake in monitoring vital/ lifesaving parameters in the hospital[4]–[6]. 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Hardware material: 

The fundamental equipment for our model complying with the international standards for medical gases 

& Monitoring systems, where it consists of the following elements[3], [4], [13], [15], [16]: 

1) Exploratory framework Chassis with the O2 chamber and vacuum siphon for the Testing 

purposes, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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2) Special customized Cupper Block for the Testing purposes of the Medical Gas System), as 

shown in Fig. 6. 

3) Oxygen (+ve) & Vacuum (-ve) digital Pressure Sensor, as shown in Fig 7. 

4) Open source controller (Arduino – Nano& Mega) and Raspberry Pi 3, as shown in Fig. 8. 

5) Wireless Transceiver serial UART (HC12). 

6) Wiring; connectors Normal Push Button switches and toggles for the system PCB, as displayed 

in Fig 9. 

7) Variable switches, light emitting diode (Led), resistors, and a ringer (speaker) for message 

cautions and visual flagging[4], as appeared Fig 9.  

8) LCD Monitor screen (24 inch), for system software display. 

   

      
Fig.5 – (Front and Back) Experimental framework Chassis for the Testing purposes 

   
Fig. 6 – Special customized Cupper Block for the Testing purposes of the Medical Gas System 

 

    
Fig. 7 – Oxygen (+ve) & Vacuum (-ve) digital Pressure Sensor) 

 
Fig. 8 – Raspberry Pi 3 & Arduino Mega 

  
Fig. 9 – our system PCB before packaging 
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2.2. Software material: 

We used software as follows: 

1) QT Integrated development Environment (C++ program). 

2) Atmel Studio Integrated development Environment[21]. 

The software is divided into two fundamental modules  

• Embedded software (Arduino & Wireless Transceiver serial UART Boards)[22], [23]. 

• Monitoring & automation application (Raspberry Pi II Boards)[24], [25]. 

2.2.1. Embedded software: 

It is hosted on Arduino boards & represents the node which is composed into two layers[26]: 

• Network layer: It is shared among all nodes and is responsible for all network related 

activities, namely message routing, signing & authentication and message reception 

confirmation[27], [28]. 

 

• Application or Node layer: It is application specific concerned with monitoring application 

specific sensors & actuators[27], [28]. 

2.2.2. Monitoring application: 

The observing application has six fundamental capacities, as following: 

1. Showing the variable sensors’ status. 

2. Initiating a caution alarm when preconfigured sensor esteem is come to.  

3. Initiating an alarm if a hub is disengaged from the system. 

4. Saving the sensor information into database empowering information driven examination of 

the observed framework. 

5. Sending email as well as SMS warning when preconfigured sensor esteem is come to. 

6. Implements preconfigured mechanization. 

Some portion of our proposed program code for the Arduino is appeared in Fig. 10, and the other part 

for the Raspberry-Pi (3) ,is appeared in Fig.11[4], [24], [25], [28]. 
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Fig. 10 – Part of the Arduino Program 

 

 
Fig. 11 – Part of the Raspberry Pi III Code 

  
System Description: 

2.3.1. System Block diagrams: 

The framework system is a plug and play with a simple configuration which is developed to run 

under windows or Linux in an embedded or desktop environment [6], [23].  It consists of four 

modules. Fig.12 shows the three main layers of our system. 
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Fig. 12 - Main Modules of the system 

 

The Network Layer: It Implements self-healing hierarchal mesh network architecture and 

Responsible for all message related activities, including routing, transmitting & receiving, automatic 

control of transitions power, encryption & decryption, and signing & authentication. 

The Application or Node Layer: It is Responsible for node specific functionalities, including sensor 

monitoring, local display & alarm. 

The NodeHAB Layer: This is the brain of the system which runs on either windows or Linux.it is 

main function is to Display & Save node sensor data and enable control & Automation,also Sending 

Emails and/or SMS depending on preconfigured conditions[25], [27]. 

2.3.2 The Fundamental Features of the framework: 

Our framework is a fitting and play framework with a straightforward setup that gives a few favorable 

circumstances as dependent on a self-mending network system to encourage the evacuation and 

infusion of hubs during run time[11], [22]. If there should arise an occurrence of hub avoidance because 

of intensity shut-down, abrupt stop, or breakdown its kids hubs will consequently discover another 

course to the base hub, as appeared in Fig. 14 for the system layer square graph and delineating the 

primary framework includes as shown in Fig. 13. 

 This could be clarified as following: 

1. Integrated (Cheaper, Shared resources, Single Supplier, and Interfaced). 

2. Wireless (No installation required, Just a simple configuration, besides High scalability and 

mobility)  

3. Loud (The system is capable of sending email and/or SMS alerts depending on available 

connectivity and   configuration). 

4. Locally designed and produced (No import hassle and Fast maintenance response). 

5. Feature Rich, Configurable, and Expandable. Every aspect of the system is configurable, and the 

system is easy to have extra functionality. It is also capable to be given a new node type. 

6. Data Persistent. The data are stored in an SQ Lite database, and the system has the capability of 

exporting both setup and sensor value databases. 
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                           Fig.13 – Fundamental Features of the framework 

 

III. RESULTS 

The fundamental accomplishments of our framework:  

We used our experimental system Chassis with the O2 cylinder and vacuum pump as shown in Fig. 

5 for testing purposes and to stimulate the same features of the medical gas piping network 

pressures like those used in the hospital. We used the oxygen cylinder as the positive pressure and 

the vacuum pump for the negative pressure.Connecting each pressure sensor to the Arduino Nano 

board with a transceiver HC12 wirelessly connected to the base station (Raspberry Pi board), is a 

self-healing hierarchal mesh network architecture as shown in Fig. 14[4], [24], [25], [27].  

 
Fig. 14 – Network Layer block diagram 

 

Any network using RF-technique will have the data collision problem due to using maximum available 

power during sending data, which have been avoided in our system by using Automatic power 

adjustment to reduce the rate of collision, Increase network bandwidth and configure the noise level 

threshold[29], [30].Each Arduino node is configured to measure the connected sensor collecting 

real-time readings & securely sending the value in cyclic encrypted with 16 byte private key to avoid 

any unauthorized data capture to the base node which is in turn configured to monitor both sensors 

(value & connectivity to the network) and signal an alarm if the pressure value transgress at a 

preconfigured acceptable pressure window or the node disconnected from the network as shown in Fig. 

15 & Fig.16[1], [24]–[28]. 
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Fig.15 – Node Network system in the setup mode 

 
Fig.16 – Monitoring Screen of Node Network system 

 

At last our framework prevailing to show and screen our two wireless trial pressure sensors and make 

them ready to be installed, in order to develop a system that may work with up to 254 different wireless 

sensors in any clinic or therapeutic focus with the adaptability left to the client for any adjustment or 

tuning in our product information base, for screening screens, or in any event, for as yet including more 

highlights[4], [5], [24], [25], [28]. 

IV. CONCOLUSION 

Our planned framework proved to be successfully performing regarding its main function as a 

stand-alone system with all the desired features like a self-healing mesh network to encourage the 

evacuation and infusion of hubs during run time. It also managed to perform a complete monitoring for 

any non-medical sensor parameter (like gas pressure, trigger call switch…etc.) and reporting it to base 

station. Its performance is superior contrary to one vendor, supplier, set of interfaces, and backbone. 

This simplifies the procurement process [6], maintenance and supplier management leading to lower 

overall cost, and in addition it increase the capabilities of customization to suite the organization's 

special needs. 

 

V.FUTURE WORK 

Sooner rather than later we try to deliver more frameworks (at the large scale manufacturing scale), so 

as to diminish a wide range of human blunders and to expand the wellbeing levels in the social 

insurance structures [6], [13], [24], [27]. Likewise since our framework is PC interfaced and secluded, 

it very well may be effectively moved up to fit all client necessities. Research will likewise keep on 

growing progressively proficient and wise frameworks with more decision actions and prescribed 

scenarios made possible[2], [4], [5], [24]. 
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